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Date: PEB 0 6 2013 . 

INRE ·· . Applicant: 

Office: LOS ANGELES 

U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
· U.S. Citi zenship .and Immigration Services 

Admini strative Appeals Office (AAO) 
· 20 Massach~seus Ave. , N, W :, MS 2090 

Washington, DC 20529-2090 , 

U.S. Citizenship ·, 
. and Immigration / 
··services 

'FILE: 

APPLICATION: Application for Waiver c;>f Grounds of ~riadmissibility under section 212(i) ofthe 
Immignition and Nationality Act, 8 U.S.C.§ 't't82(i). · 

ON BEHALF OF APPLICANT: 

.. .;_ ' 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Enclosed please· find the decision c;f the Admini~trative Appeills Office i~ your case. All ofthe documents 
related to this matter have been.returned to the ,offiCe that originally decided your case. Please be advised that 

. ' ' •' j ~ ~ 

anyJurther in~uiry that you migfit have concerning your case must be .made to that office. 

If you bet:ieve the· AAO i~appropriately applie<;i the law . in reaching its decision , or you have additional 
information that you wish ·to· have considered, you· may file a motion to reconsider oi· a motion to reopen in 
accordance w·ith the it:Jstructions on· Form I-290B, Notice "of Appeal or Motion , with a fee of $630. The 

specific reguirements for filing such a motion dm be found· at 8 C.F.R ~ § · 1 03 .5. Do not file any .motion 
directly wl'th the AAQ. Please be a war~ th~t 8 C.F.R. §.103,5(a)(l )(i) requires any motion to be filed within 
30 days ofthe decision that the motion seeks t~ reconsider or reopen: . 

ThaVVlhk yo.~u · .. • · · 
· ~ · . .. _.... . a I . . . 

Ron· Rosenberg . . , , , 
Acting Chief, Administratiye Appeals Office . 

. www.uscis.gov 
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DISCUSSION: The waiver application was denied by the Field Office Director, Los Angeles, 
California. The matter ·is now before the Administrative App~als Office .(AAO) on appeal. The 
appeal will be dismissed: · 

The appli'cant is a nativ~ and· citizen of Iran who was fm~nd to be inadmissible to the United States 
under section 212(a)(6)(C)(i) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (the Act), 8. U.S.C. § 
1182(a)(6)(C)(i), for attempting to procure . ·admission to the United States through fraud or 
misrepresentation. The applicant is the beneficiary of an approved Peti~ion for Alien Relative (Form 
I-130). The applicant seeks a waiver of inadmissibility pursuant to section 212(i) of the Act to 
_remainin the UnitedStates w.ith his U.S. citizen spouse and lawful resident mother. 

The Field Office Director found that. the applicant failed to· establish that his qualifying relatives 
would ·experience extreme- hardship as a consequence of his 'inadmis'sibility. The application was 
denied ac~ordingly. See Decision of the Field Office Director dated November 27, 2009. · 

On appeal counsel for the applicant asserts that U.S~ Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) 
erred in finding the applicant's refusal of admission would not result in extreme hardship to his 
qualifying relatives as it did not COJ!Sider factors in the aggregate. With the appeal counsel submits a 
brief;· a declaration from the applicant's spouse; financial documentation for the applicant and his 
spouse; and· country information for Iran. Counsel also notes that the denial by the Field Office 
Director determined ~hat the applicant was applying for a W;:tiver of inadmissibility under section 
212(h) ofthe Act when he was actually applying fora waiver ~f inadmissibility under section 212(i). 
The record contains the previously~subm1tted brief from counsel with declarations from the applicant 
and his s'pouse. The entire record was reviewed and considered in rendering a decision on the 
appeal. 

The AAO notes that the applicant's application for a waiver o{ inadmissibility is pursuant to section 
212(i) of the Act. · · · 

Se~tion'212(a)(6)(C) of the Act provides, in. pertinent p~rt: 

(i) . Any· alien who, by fraud· or willfully misrepresenting a material fact, seeks to 
procure (or has sought to procure orhas procured) a visa, other documentation, or 
admission into the United States or other benefit_ provided under this Act is 
. inadmissible. 

Section 212(i) of the Actprovides: 

The Attorney.General [now the Secretary Qf Homeland, Security (Secretary)] may, in 
the discretion of the Attorney Geperal [Secretary], waive the application of clause· (i) 
of subsection (a)(6)(C).in the case o(an alien who is the spouse; son or daughter of a 
United States citizen or of.an alien lawfully ~dm~tted fbr permanent residence, if it is 
established to the satisfaction of the Attorney General [Secretary] that the refusal of 
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apmission to the United States of su~h immigrant alien would result in extreme 
hardship to the citizen 6r lawfully resident spouse or parent of such an alien , ... 

. A waiver of inadmissibility under section 212(i) of the Act is d_ependent on a showing that the bar to 
·admission imposes extreme hardship on a qualifying relative, which includes the U.S. citizen or 
lawfully r:esident spouse. or parent of the applicant·. The app:licant's U.S. citizen wife and lawful 
resident -mother are the qualifying relatives in this case. If extreme hardship to a qualifying relative 
is estabiished, the applicant is statutorily eligible for a waiver: and users then assesses whether a 
favorable exercise of discretion is warranted.· See Matter of Mendez-Moralez, 21 l&N Dec. 296, 301 
(BIA 1996) . 

. Extreme hardship is "not a definable term .of fixed and inflexible content or nieaning," but 
"necessarily depends upon the facts and circumstances peculi,ar to each cas~." Matter of Hwai1.g, 
10 I&N Dec. 448, 451 (BIA 1964}. In Matter of Cervantes.-Gonzalez, the Board provided a list of 
factors it deemed relevant in determining whether · an alien has established extreme hardship to a 
qualifying. relative. 22 I&N Dec. 560, 565 (BIA 1999). The f*dors include the presence of a l~wful 
permanent resident orUnited States citizen spouse or parent in, this country; the qualifying relative's 
family ties outside the United S~ates; the conditions in ~e country or countries to which the qualifying 
relative would relocate and the extent of the qualifying relative's ties in such countries; the financial 
impact ofdeparture from this country; and significant conditions of health, paiticularly when tied to an 
unavailability of suitable medical care in the country, to which the qualifying relative would relocate. 
ld. The Board added that not all of the foregoing factors need be analyzed in any given case and 

f ' . 

emphasized that the list of factors was pot exclusive:_ ld. at 566. · 

,: 

The Board has also held that thecomrr:ton or .' typical results of removal and inadmissibility do not 
constitute:' extreme hardship, and has listed certain .individual hardship factors considered common 
rather than extreme. These factors include: , economic disad~antage, loss of current employment, 
inability to maintain one's present standard of living, inability to pursue a ~hosen profession, 
separation from family members, severing community ties, cultural readjustment after .living in the 
United States for many years, cuttural. adjustment of qualifying relatives who have never lived 
outside the United States, inferior economic and educational opportunities in the foreign cQuntry, or 
inferior medical facilities in the foreign country. See generaUy Matter of Cervantes-Gonzalez., 22 
I&N Dec.'. at568; Matt.er. of Pilch, 21 I&N Dec. 627, 632-33 (RIA 1996); Matter of lge, 20 I&N Dec. 
880, 883 (BIA 1994); Matter of Ngai, 19 I&N Dec. 245, 246-47 (Comm'r 1984}; Matter of Kim, IS 
I&N Dec.88, 89-90 (BIA 1974); Matter of Shaughnessy, 12 I&N Dec. 810, 813 (BIA 1968). 

However, though hardsh~ps may not be extteme when considered abstr~ctly or individually, the 
Board has made it clear that "[r]elev'ant factors, thoUgh riot extreme in themselves, must be 
cons_\derep in the aggregate in determining whether extreme hardship exists." Matter of O-J-0-, 21 
l&N Dec. 381, 383 (BIA 1996) (quoting Matter oflge, 20 I&N Dec. at 882). The adjudicator "must 
consider the entire range of factors concerning hardship in their totality and determine whether the 
combination of . hardsh-ips · takes the case· beyond those Hardships ordinarily . associated with 
deportation." ld. · · · 
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The actual hardship associated with an abstract hardship factor such as family separation, economic 
. disadvantage, cultural readjustment, et cetera, differs in nature 'and severity depending on the unique . 

circumstances of each c~se; as does the cumulative hardship a. qualifying relative experiences as a 
.·result of aggregated individual hardships. See; e.g., Matter of:Sing Chih Kao and Mei Tsui Lin, 23 
l&N Dec. 45, 51 (BIA.2001) (distinguishing Matter of Pilch regarding hardship faced by qualifying 
relatives on the basis of variations ·in tlie length of residence in the United States and the ability to 
speak the. language of the country to which they woulqrelocate). For example, though family 
separation has been found to be a common result of inadmissibility or removal, separation fronJ 
family living in the United States can also _be the most _important . single hardship factor in 
con.sidering hardship in the aggregate. Salcido-Salcido v. iNS, .138 F.3d 1292 (9th Cir. 1998) 
(quoting Contrerds-Buenfil v. INS, 712 F.2d 401, 403 (9th Cir. 1983)); but see Matter ofNgai, 19 
I&N Dec. at 24 7 (separation of spous_e and children from applicant not exti·eme hardship due to 

·conflicting ~vidence in the record and because applicant and spouse had been voluntarily separated 
from one another for 28 years). Therefore,· we consider. the totality or' the circumstances in 
determining whether denial of ad,mission would result in extreme hardship to a qualifying relative. 

Counsel asserts the applicant's refusal of admission will have a psychological, medical, and financial 
impact on his spouse and rriother. Cou~sel cont~nds ,that USC~S ignored the spouse's emotional and 
psychological problems and-ignored the financial impact of the applicant's departure and refusal of 
admission on the spouse and mother. Counselcontends that the decision stated the applicant had not 
established a credible fear of return to _Iran so; he and his spouse would not be in danger there, but 
failed to acknowledge an Immigration Judge granted withholding of removal. In a previously-· 

I . 

submitted brief counsel referred to Iran as being in economic and political turmoil with "appalling 
social, economic and political conditions." · 

In her d-eclaration the applicant's spouse states she cannot imagine life without the applicant and that 
he is her 9illyevery day support. She states that \\[aiting on tl1e waiver delays her having children, 
but fears if she had children,they would suffer th~ same hardships as her. The spouse states that the 
applicant',s situation is c~using stress affecting her mentally, psychologically, and physically and she 
believes the stress can contribute to. high blood pressure and lea.d to disability. The spouse states that 
she is suffering insomnia and-depression affecting her work asa designer as she cannot concentrate. 
She states she needs herjobto be financially stable and survive and that she would be unable to earn 
enough to support herself without the applicant as he is the breaowiimer. She fears what will happen 
without tqe applicant's income, believing she will probably fall behind on payments, het" credit will 
be ruined,. and sbe may be forced to file for bal).kruptcy .. She further states that the applicant's family 

· is in-the United State-s and that hefinanc'ially helps his ·mother, w:ho suffers depression and has a 
blood disorder and respiratory problems. The spouse states that the applicant makes sure his mother 
follows medical instructions. · · ' 

. . 
Th.e applicant's spouse further states she cannot live in a soCiety like Iran because they hate the 
United States and she .is not Muslim, does not know the customs· and is not familiar with the 
language or culture. The applical]..t' s spouse notes a fear of inadequate health care in Iran and states 
that shewas bo~ in United States with no family in any other ~.ountry. 
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In h.is earlier declaration, the 'applicant stated that their lives will be devastated if the waiver is not 
approved.. ·He stated that his· spouse will ~uffet hardship,. be miserable, and may enter 'deep · 
depression. He also stated that he has always provided for his $pouse but would be unable to support 
her from lnin. He stated that if his spouse leaves the United 'states she will lose contact with her 
family and that in Iran she would be criticized. The 'applicant stated that his mother, brother and 
sisters are lawful permanent residents of the United States. · · . · 

the applicant has established that his u.s ~ citizen spouse woti'ld experience extreme hardship were 
she to relocate abroad toreside with the· applic<;tnt. The record establishes that the applicant's spouse 
was born ~nd raised in the United States, doesnot speak a language of Iran, is not familiar with the 
culture; and is not Muslirh. . If she were. to relocate to Iran the applicant's spouse would be 
linguistically,.culturally, and religiously isolated and away from'her family with no support network. 
The U,S. Department of State has issued a ?012 travel warning for Iran in which in notes, in part: 

The Department of State warns U.S. citizens to carefully consider the risks of travel 
to Iran. Some elemenis i~ Iran remain hostile to the United ;States. As a result, U.S. 
citizens may be subject to' harassment or arrest while traveling or residing in Iran. The 
U.S. government does not haye· diplomatic or consular relations with the Islamic 
Republic of Iran and therefore cannot provide protection or routine consular services 
to U.S. citizens ii1 Iran. Our ability to assist U.S. citizens in lran in the event of an 
emergency is extremely limited. 

However, the AAO finds that the applicant has failed to establish that his qualifying spouse will 
suffer extreme hardship as a consequence of being separated from the · applicant. The applicant, 
counsel and the applicant's spouse assert the spouse· will exp.eFience ~motional hardship if separated 
from the applicant and the spouse further states the possibility Of the applicant's waiver being denied 
affects her health and concentration at work. . The record contains · n6 supporting evidence 
concerning the emotional .hardship· the applicant's spouse sta.tes ·she is experiencing or would 
experience due to long-term' separation from the applicant, or how such eniotional hardship is 

' ' ' ) . 

outside tqe ordinary consequences of removal. Going on record without supporting documentary 
evidence generally is not sufficient for purposes of meeting the; burden of proof in these proceedings . 
See Matter of Soffici, 22 I&N Dec. 158, 165 (Comm. 1998) (citing Matter ~(Treasure· Crqft of' 
California, i4 I&N Dec. 190 (Reg.'Comm. 1972)), · · · . 

. ; ' 

· Although the applicant W(lS granted withholding of removal by_ an Immigration Judge in 2002 , no 
updated information has been submitted to the record about any potentjal .threat to the applicant's 
safety ifhe were to return to Iran. Therefore the AAO is un.able to determine whether the applicant 
would face any thre.<:tt to his life or freedom in .Iran ·more ·than 10 years after he departed the country. 

Counsehndicates that the applicant provides financially forhis spouse and the applicant stated that 
he provides for her and ·would be ·unable to support her from Iran . . The applicant ' s spouse states that 
she fears being unahle ~o support herself \Vithout the applicant's income and states that the applicant 
is ,the "breadwinner". Howeyer, ·document~ . submitted witli · the 1-485 Application to Register 
Permanent ResirJ.ence or Adjust Status indicate the spouse in f~cthas the higher income. Although it 
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is recogni:zed that the applicant's. spouse may experience s0me financial difficulty without the 
applicant's contributingincome, the record do~s not support that the applicant's spouse would suffer 
extreme hardship without the applicant's presence in the United States. Courts considering the 
impact of financial detriment on a finding of extreme hardship have repeatedly held that, while it 
must be considered in the overall determination, "[e]conomic disadvantage alone does not constitute 
"extreme hardship." Ramirez-Durazo v. INS, i94 F.2d 491,497 (9th Cir. 1986). 

Counsel and the applicant's spouse· note har:dship to the applicant's lawful resident mother should he 
be removed from the United States, however the record contains no documentation or statement 
from the applicant's motl~et· as evidence of emotional or financial hardship either due to separatio;1 
from the applicant or relocation to reside with the applicant in her native Iran. As noted above, 
going on record without supporting documentary evidence generally is notsufficient for purposes of 
meeting the burden of proof in these proceedings. See Matter of So.ffici, 22 l&N Dec. 158, 165 
(Comm. 1998) '(citing Matter··oj Treasure Craft of California, 14 I&N Dec. 190 (Reg,_ Comm. 
1972)). 

We can find extreme hardship warranting a waiverof inadmissibility only where an applicant has 
demonstrated extreme hardship to a qualifying relative in the scenario of separation and the scenario 
of relocation. A claim that a qualifying relative will relocate· and thereby suffer extreme hardship - . 
can easily be made for purposes of the waiver even where there is no actual intention to relocate. q: 
Matter of Ige, 20 I&N Dec. 880, 886 (BIA 1994). Furthermore, to relocate and suffer extreme 
hardship, where remaining the United States and being separated from the applicant would not result 
in ex.tteme hardship; is a matter of choice and not the result ofinadmissibility. !d. also cf Matter of' 
Pilch, 21 I&N Dec. 627, 632-33 (BIA 1996). As the applicant has not demonstrated extreme 
hardship to his spouse from separation, we. cannot find that refusal of admission would resutt in 
extreme hardship to the qualifying relative in this ca.~e. 

In this case, the record does not contain sufficient evidence tq show that the hardships faced by the 
qualifying relatives, considered in the aggregate, rise beyond the common results of removal or 
inadmissibility to the level of extreme hardship. The AAO therefore finds that the applicant has 
failed to establish extreine hardship to his qualifying spouse or parent as required under section 
212(i) of the Act. As the applicant has not established extreme hardship to a qualifying family 
member, ·no purpose· would be served ih determining whether the applicant merits a waiver as a 
matter of discretion._· 

In proceedings for application fo-r waiver of grounds of inadmissibility under section 212(i) of the 
· Act, the burden of proving eligibility remains entirely with the applicant. Section 291 of the Act, 8 
U.S.C. § .. 1361. Here, the applicant has not met that l;mrden. Accordingly, the appeal will be 
dismissed. 

ORDER: The appeal is dismissed. 

j 


